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1. tNTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY




Objective of the study




Introduction and definition of learning
Concepts of le..arning
Principle and elements of learning
Significant of learning in company operation
Develop learning through sHiployee traillirlg
The orqanizational level-Iearninq model.
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LEARNiNG PROCESS iN ORIGiN TECHNOLOGY
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESfGN
Theoreticai and research framework
ResearCh design




Data presentation and Analysis
4. FtND!NGS
Profiie of tt,.e respon,d-ent
Respondents reaction on learning process
Respondent's satisfaction in Origin Technology























LEARNING PROCESS IN OR!GiN TECHNOLOGY
n
ABSTRACT
Process of learning is a process, which is the act, or process of acquiring
knowledge or skills. They have four type of iearning that the company can
adopted or implanted in their company opera~ions wl"\ich is, the intuitive
approach, the incidental approach, retrospective EfPproach and the prospective
approach.
Concept of learning process is to create skilis, acquiring and transferring
knowledge. \lVith learning process, it might heip the company employee to have a
better and productivity worker in order improve the company operations.
Employee satisfaction refers to the individual feeling about something that
they have done before. And based on the theorist it's very associated with other
positive organizational outcomes. Four items in measured Ule employee
satisfaction is payment, promotion opportunities, r~!ations with other employees
and job assignments.
From the results, majority of the emplyy'ee in this company very
dissatisfied with the company operation. Even the learning process, is not given
irnpaGt or infiuences the employee satisfaction in this company. r;t1aybe it's
caused by other factors such as personal feeling and achievements.
In term of learning process, neither the employee nor the employer
implements the process in their daily operations. All of them re8.1ize the important
of learning process. in order to improved tile prpcess, the employer have to
reorganize back trleir company structure and operations. !n improVing the
employee satisfaction the empioyer need to addrd more incentive and more
concern on the enlployee welfare. As results, they'have no relationship between
the learning process with job satisfaction due ty other elements, which not
included in this research.
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